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KELAB LUMBA KUDA SELANGOR 

SELANGOR TURF CLUB 

 

  STIPENDIARY STEWARDS’ REPORT 

SELANGOR TURF CLUB MAY MEETING 2016 

 SATURDAY, 21 MAY 2016 

 

 

STATE OF TRACK: Yielding (Races 1 to 6), upgraded to “Good” after Race 6.   

(Running rail in true position for the entire circuit) 

 

Panel of Stipendiary Stewards: 

 

Mr Michael Castillo (Chief Stipendiary Steward), Mr Thanaraja Kasinathan (Stipendiary 

Steward), Mr Nigel Chong (Cadet Stipendiary Steward) & Mr Jarry Chong (Assistant 

Stipendiary Steward). 

 

RACE 1 (R652) CLASS 5 – 1200M (SHORT COURSE A) 

 

This race was delayed when the saddle on GOLD STAR PRINCESS (SS Vanan) had to be 

readjusted behind the barriers.  

 

BULL AND BEAR (J Low) had to momentarily ease off the heels of TRIPLE COIN (App 

Z Khairil) shortly after the start.  

 

EASY AHEAD (App WK Lee) had a tendency to lay in and raced fiercely in the middle 

stages. 

 

ROCK AND STONE (App M Hanif) had a tendency to over-race and was trapped wide 

throughout the event.  

 

TRIPLE COIN, the early leader in the event surrendered the lead to MAN OF THE 

WORLD (A Nawawi) approaching the 800M.  

 

Entering the front straight, ENGLISH DREAM (M Wepner) was momentarily held up for 

a run behind TRIPLE COIN and had to shift out to gain clear running.  

 

EASY AHEAD had a tendency to lay inwards in the length of the home straight resulting 

in the rider having to stop and straighten on several occasions. A post-race veterinary 

examination of EASY AHEAD revealed that it returned with upper respiratory tract 

abnormality.  The gelding will be required to undergo a veterinary examination (at rest) 

before being declared to race again. 

  

TRIPLE COIN had a tendency to lay out under pressure over the final 200M when being 

struck with the whip.   
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The Stewards questioned App M Hanif, in the presence of his Master, Trainer P Fell, into 

the tactics that were adopted on ROCK AND STONE in particular why, in today’s event, 

he raced wide throughout rather than gaining a trailing position from a wide barrier. App 

M Hanif stated that after jumping well, he was unable to restrain ROCK AND STONE as 

the gelding had a tendency to over-race despite his efforts and found himself racing wide 

throughout due to the slow pace in the event.  

Trainer P Fell explained that in his opinion, ROCK AND STONE was up in weight and 

due to the wide barrier draw and the rain falling overnight, it may have been better to try to 

sit the gelding, however, given the gelding’s racing pattern, he concurred with App M 

Hanif’s explanation.  

The Stewards, after viewing the official patrol film, were satisfied with their explanations, 

however, reminded App M Hanif of his obligations to ride all his mounts out in such a 

manner so as to leave no room for query. 

 

EMERGENCY ACCEPTOR (EA) / SCRATCHING  

Race Horse Reason Test Remark 

1 ACME Lame near fore 

fetlock 

1000M/vet Course scratching 

1 GLORY STAR Bruised at the 

commissure of the 

mouth and withers 

Vet exam  Course scratching 

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to race 

again.  

HORSE(S) WEIGHT DEVIATION OF 15KGS OR MORE 

Race Horse Up (+) / Down (-)  

(in kgs) 

1 Nil  

Note: The above horse(s) was/were checked by the Club Veterinary Surgeon and was/were 

passed fit to start.  

 

RACE 2 (R653) CLASS 5 – 1200M (SHORT COURSE A) 

 

KIM ABILITY (F Yap) and LUCOSTAR (R Olechea) both jumped awkwardly and as a 

result, were slow to begin.  

 

Approaching the 1000M, RUSSELL THE CROWE (SS Vanan) had a tendency to over-

race and shifted out abruptly. As a result of this incident, DON’TCALLME UNCLE (Lou 

Ho) was taken wider and inconvenienced KIM ABILITY. Shortly after this incident, 

RUSSELL THE CROWE shifted in and momentarily inconvenienced AMPED (App Z 

Khairil).  

 

KIM ABILITY was trapped wide throughout the event.  

 

Jockey SS Vanan, the rider RUSSELL THE CROWE, dropped his whip at about the 

350M. He was fined RM1000/- for negligence under MRA Rule 152(5)(a). 

 

EMERGENCY ACCEPTOR (EA) / SCRATCHING  

Race Horse Reason Test Remark 

2 Nil    

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to race 

again.  

HORSE(S) WEIGHT DEVIATION OF 15KGS OR MORE 
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Race Horse Up (+) / Down (-)  

(in kgs) 

2 Nil  

Note: The above horse(s) was/were checked by the Club Veterinary Surgeon and was/were 

passed fit to start.  

 

RACE 3 (R654) CLASS 5 – 1200M (SHORT COURSE A) 

 

Upon jumping, LONESOME ME (Lou Ho) and TILSWORTH MALI (S Ruzaini) bumped.  

 

GOLD KIDS (R Woodworth) and CHAMPAGNE ROSE (J Low) bumped upon jumping. 

TILSWORTH MALI had a tendency to race fiercely in the early stages.  

 

MYSTIC WARRIOR (App P Haris) raced fiercely and got its head up in the early stages.  

 

CHAMPAGNE ROSE raced wide throughout the event.  

 

Approaching the 200M, TILSWORTH MALI shifted out under pressure resulting in BE 

SMART (F Yap) had to be eased off that horse’s heels.  

 

The Stewards questioned Jockey J Low, the rider of CHAMPAGNE ROSE, into the 

reasons why he failed to show any vigour in his riding after jumping from the barriers. 

Jockey J Low explained that upon jumping, he was struck in the face by the mare and was 

momentarily in a daze, and this was the reason he did not show any vigour.  

The Stewards, after reviewing the official patrol film, in particular the barrier camera, were 

not fully satisfied with his explanation, however, gave him the “benefit of the doubt” on 

this occasion. The Stewards noted his comments for future reference.  

 

The Stewards questioned Jockey Lou Ho into the tactics that were adopted on 

LONESOME ME in particular racing from the 600M. At the conclusion of an inquiry, 

after viewing the official patrol films of this event and considering the evidence tendered, 

the Stewards acting on their own observations, Jockey Lou Ho, the rider of LONESOME 

ME, pleaded guilty to a charge under MRA Rule 44(10) for failing to ride to the 

satisfaction of the Stewards. The particulars of the charge were that leaving the 600M, he 

shifted wider on the track when in the opinion of the Stewards, it was unnecessary to do so 

and as a result of this, he covered extra ground which was detrimental to his horse in 

gaining the best possible placing in the field.  

In assessing the penalty, the Stewards took into consideration Jockey Lou Ho’s guilty plea, 

mitigating factors, previous riding record and his submissions on penalty. Acting on the 

provisions of MRA Rule 48(5), the Stewards deferred the commencement of Jockey Lou 

Ho’s suspension. He was suspended from riding in races for a period of two (2) months 

with effect from 30 May 2016 and to expire on 29 July 2016, both dates inclusive. He was 

advised of his Right of Appeal (5:40pm). 

 

EMERGENCY ACCEPTOR (EA) / SCRATCHING  

Race Horse Reason Test Remark 

3 HAPPY CHOICE Nail prick off fore 

foot – sore 

Vet exam  Course scratching 

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to race 

again.  

HORSE(S) WEIGHT DEVIATION OF 15KGS OR MORE 

Race Horse Up (+) / Down (-)  
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(in kgs) 

3 Nil  

Note: The above horse(s) was/were checked by the Club Veterinary Surgeon and was/were 

passed fit to start.  

 

RACE 4 (R655) CLASS 4 – 1400M (SHORT COURSE A) 

 
D’ARTAGNAN (J De Souza) jumped inwards at the start and inconvenienced 

KEEPITCONFIDENTIAL (J Low).  

 

CHASE THE DREAM (M Wepner) was fractious in the barrier prior to jumping and 

jumped awkwardly.  

 

KEEPITCONFIDENTIAL was caught racing wide in the early and middle stages.  

 

Approaching the 200M, NOBLE FOUR (App A Thamil) had a tendency to lay inwards 

when being struck with the whip and as a result, in DUBLEO BEAUTY (App M Hanif) 

was inconvenienced and had to shift out over the heels of NOBLE FOUR. As a result of 

this incident, CHASE THE DREAM was taken wider by DUBLEO BEAUTY and 

inconvenienced BUKIT SUBANG (SS Vanan) as a consequence.  

App A Thamil was shown the official patrol film of the incident and reminded of his 

obligation to exercise greater care when shifting ground under similar circumstances in 

future.  

 

EMERGENCY ACCEPTOR (EA) / SCRATCHING  

Race Horse Reason Test Remark 

4 TILSWORTH 

FRANKIE 

Right eye stromal 

abscess 

Vet exam  Course scratching 

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to race 

again.  

HORSE(S) WEIGHT DEVIATION OF 15KGS OR MORE 

Race Horse Up (+) / Down (-)  

(in kgs) 

4 Nil  

Note: The above horse(s) was/were checked by the Club Veterinary Surgeon and was/were 

passed fit to start.  

 

RACE 5 (R656) CLASS 4 – 1400M (SHORT COURSE A) 

 

Prior to the running of this event, Trainer BT Lim approached the Stewards in relation to 

the tactics that will be adopted on SEGAR THE BEST in today’s event. Trainer BT Lim 

explained that he will be instructing his Jockey to attempt to ride off the pace and make a 

move after entering the front straight, and he hoped the horse will be doing its best work 

over the finish.  

He further explained that he had a cross-nose-band fitted on SEGAR THE BEST and 

removed winkers from the horse in an endeavour to try and settle the gelding as in its 

previous races where it had raced fiercely. The Stewards noted his comments and a public 

announcement was made to that effect.  

AWAKENED (App M Hanif) and GORDON G (J Low) bumped upon jumping.  

 

AGELESS (App SU Lim) was caught racing wide in the early stages of the event.  
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FULL MEANING (Lou Ho) had a tendency to race fiercely, got its head up and had to be 

restrained by its rider. FULL MEANING continued to race fiercely and approaching the 

1000M, had to shift outwards over the heels of JUST VITAL (App AM Aizat).  

 

Approaching the 900M, AWAKENED (App M Hanif) had to be eased off the heels of 

MORE POWER (App KC Wong) when MORE POWER eased the pace.  

 

At the 300M, GORDON G shifted in abruptly resulting in FULL MEANING having to 

ease off that gelding’s heels. GORDON G continued to hang inwards over the concluding 

stages resulting in the rider having to stop and straighten.  

 

The Stewards questioned Jockey HS Gill into the tactics that were adopted on SEGAR 

THE BEST in particular after receiving instructions from Trainer BT Lim prior to the 

event for him to attempt to gain a midfield trailing position. Jockey HS Gill reported that 

after beginning well, SEGAR THE BEST had a tendency to race fiercely despite his efforts 

to try and restrain the gelding and as a result, found himself leading the event. He further 

stated that as a result of this, he was unable to gain a midfield position as per the Trainer’s 

Instruction Form. Jockey HS Gill also said that he will inform Trainer BT Lim that in his 

opinion, this gelding may be better suited to lead in its future races. After viewing the 

official patrol film, it was established that this supported Jockey HS Gill’s comments. The 

Stewards noted his comments for future reference.   

 

EMERGENCY ACCEPTOR (EA) / SCRATCHING  

Race Horse Reason Test Remark 

5 Nil    

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to race 

again.  

HORSE(S) WEIGHT DEVIATION OF 15KGS OR MORE 

Race Horse Up (+) / Down (-)  

(in kgs) 

5 Nil  

Note: The above horse(s) was/were checked by the Club Veterinary Surgeon and was/were 

passed fit to start.  

 

RACE 6 (R657) CLASS 4 – 1400M (LONG COURSE A) 

 

The start of this race was delayed several minutes when SPIN FIRE (M Wepner) proved 

difficult to be loaded into the barrier. SPIN FIRE will be required to pass 1 starting stall 

test before being declared to race again. 

 

Upon jumping, FRANKLY MY DEAR (R Burnett) was inconvenienced when SUPER 

GOOD (J Low) shifted outwards and HAPPY FLYING (F Yap) jumped inwards.  

 

SPIN FIRE knuckled upon jumping.  

 

SATELLITE KING (M Zaidi) was caught racing wide throughout the event.  

 

Approaching the 500M, FRANKLY MY DEAR shifted out, carrying SATELLITE KING 

wider on the track.  

 

Approaching the 100M, DEKATI (App P Deneskumar) had to be checked out over the 

heels of SPIN FIRE to gain clear running.  
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HAPPY FLYING which was distanced, will be required to pass a 1000M/vet test before 

being declared to race again for having a poor performance.  

 

The State of Track was upgraded to “Good” after the running of this race.  

 

EMERGENCY ACCEPTOR (EA) / SCRATCHING  

Race Horse Reason Test Remark 

6 OUR RIVER DANCER Swimming colic Vet exam  Course scratching 

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to race 

again.  

HORSE(S) WEIGHT DEVIATION OF 15KGS OR MORE 

Race Horse Up (+) / Down (-)  

(in kgs) 

6 JACKSEAN +15 

Note: The above horse(s) was/were checked by the Club Veterinary Surgeon and was/were 

passed fit to start.  

 

RACE 7 (R658) MAIDEN – 1500M (LONG COURSE A) 

 

Upon jumping, SIR CHALLAN (App W Faizal) and TURNED OUT (HS Gill) bumped.  

 

Approaching the 1400M, GHOST WITH LUCK (App P Haris) shifted in and as a result, 

inconvenienced ALFRAAJ (App Z Khairil), V FOR THAILAND (S Ruzaini) and 

FIORELLA (R Woodworth). As a result of this incident, SIR CHALLAN was also 

inconvenienced. The Stewards deemed this as a racing incident.  

 

The Stewards questioned Trainer R Lines into the disappointing performance of 

COLOURFUL ROMANCE. Trainer R Lines explained that COLOURFUL ROMANCE 

has had a problem with its wind and could not offer any other explanation in relation to the 

disappointing performance of the horse. The Stewards noted his comments for future 

reference.  

COLOURFUL ROMANCE which was beaten 30 1/2 lengths, will be required to pass a 

1000M/vet test before being declared to race again for having a poor performance. A post-

race veterinary examination of COLOURFUL ROMANCE revealed it returned with upper 

respiratory tract abnormality. COLOURFUL ROMANCE will be required to undergo a 

veterinary examination (at rest) before being declared to race again. The horse was 

impounded. 

 

When questioned into the disappointing performance of FIORELLA, Trainer R Lines 

explained that the mare may go for a spell given its performance today. A post-race 

veterinary examination of FIORELLA revealed no significant finding.  

 

EMERGENCY ACCEPTOR (EA) / SCRATCHING  

Race Horse Reason Test Remark 

7 Nil    

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to race 

again.  

HORSE(S) WEIGHT DEVIATION OF 15KGS OR MORE 

Race Horse Up (+) / Down (-)  

(in kgs) 

7 Nil  
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Note: The above horse(s) was/were checked by the Club Veterinary Surgeon and was/were 

passed fit to start.  

 

RACE 8 (R659) CLASS 5 – 1600M (LONG COURSE A) 

 
Trainer C Robert will be fined RM100/- for negligence under MRA Rule 152(5)(a) for 

failing to submit the Trainer’s Instruction Form of COCONUT (M Wepner).  

 

The start of this race was delayed several minutes when LITTLE MAN (App WK Lee) 

cast its near fore plate behind the barriers and had to be reshod. The gelding was examined 

by the Club Veterinary Surgeon and passed fit to take its place in the field.  

 

As the start was effected, FLEDGELING (R Woodworth) reared high in the air and as a 

result, was very slow to begin. FLEDGELING will be required to pass 1 starting stall test 

before being declared to race again. 

 

Shortly after the start, NO NONSENSE (App P Deneskumar) lost its off side stirrup 

iron/leather resulting in the rider having to ride the remainder part of the event without any 

stirrup irons and thus placing him at a huge disadvantage throughout the race.  

 

Shortly after the start, TWIST OLIVER (App M Hanif) had to be eased off the heels of 

COCONUT.  

 

Racing to the 1000M, STAR BEAUTY (App AM Aizat) had to continuously check off the 

heels of NO NONSENSE (App P Deneskumar) as a result of App P Deneskumar failing to 

have his feet in his stirrup irons.  

 

Approaching the 200M, NO NONSENSE shifted in abruptly resulting in App P 

Deneskumar becoming severely unbalanced.  

 

EMERGENCY ACCEPTOR (EA) / SCRATCHING  

Race Horse Reason Test Remark 

8 PURE RABID Capacity field - EA 

8 BLUE DELAGO Capacity field - EA 

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to race 

again.  

HORSE(S) WEIGHT DEVIATION OF 15KGS OR MORE 

Race Horse Up (+) / Down (-)  

(in kgs) 

8 GRAND SHOW -18 

Note: The above horse(s) was/were checked by the Club Veterinary Surgeon and was/were 

passed fit to start.  

 

RACE 9 (R660) CLASS 4 – 1600M (LONG COURSE A) 

 
NINE POINT (C Goon) had a tendency to lay inwards in the home straight.  

 

EMERGENCY ACCEPTOR (EA) / SCRATCHING  

Race Horse Reason Test Remark 

9 CUTTING TORCH Multiple laceration 

near hind 

Vet exam  Course scratching  
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Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to race 

again.  

HORSE(S) WEIGHT DEVIATION OF 15KGS OR MORE 

Race Horse Up (+) / Down (-)  

(in kgs) 

9 Nil  

Note: The above horse(s) was/were checked by the Club Veterinary Surgeon and was/were 

passed fit to start.  

 

RACE 10 (R661) CLASS 5 – 1600M (LONG COURSE A) 

 
KING FAALCON (R Olechea) and TARAMIS (App M Hanif) were both caught racing 

wide throughout the event.  

 

Approaching the 1000M, FLY NOW (App AM Aizat) had to be eased off the heels of 

KING OF THE CREEK (J Low) when KING OF THE CREEK shifted in abruptly.  

 

BLACK TRISTAR (HS Gill) raced wide from the 900M.  

 

Approaching the 200M, BLACK TRISTAR shifted in resulting in KING OF THE CREEK 

being taken inwards and as a result, FLY NOW had to be eased off that gelding’s heels. 

Shortly after this incident, KING OF THE CREEK shifted out under pressure, again 

resulting in FLY NOW having to be eased by its rider.  

 

At the conclusion of an inquiry, Jockey SS Vanan, the rider of ALACARTE, pleaded 

guilty to a charge of careless riding under MRA Rule 44(9)(a)(ii) in that at approximately 

the 50M mark, whilst riding ALACARTE in this race, he allowed his horse to shift in 

when using the whip when insufficiently clear of HAPPY SURPRISER (J De Souza) 

resulting in that horse having to be checked by its rider.  

In assessing the penalty, the Stewards took into consideration Jockey SS Vanan’s guilty 

plea, mitigating factors, previous riding record and his submissions on penalty. He was 

suspended from riding in races for a period of two (2) Malaysian race days with effect 

from 22 May 2016 and to expire on 29 May 2016, both dates inclusive. He was advised of 

his Right of Appeal (6:50pm).  

 

EMERGENCY ACCEPTOR (EA) / SCRATCHING  

Race Horse Reason Test Remark 

10 Nil    

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to race 

again.  

HORSE(S) WEIGHT DEVIATION OF 15KGS OR MORE 

Race Horse Up (+) / Down (-)  

(in kgs) 

10 Nil  

Note: The above horse(s) was/were checked by the Club Veterinary Surgeon and was/were 

passed fit to start.  

 

Note: 

 

 ALL RACES WILL BE REVIEWED 

 ALL PLACED RUNNERS IN EVERY RACE WERE SENT TO BE 

SWABBED POST-RACE 
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GENERAL REPORT(S) - SLTC 

 

RACE 3 (R617) CLASS 5 – 1600M (LONG COURSE B), SATURDAY, 14 MAY 

2016, SELANGOR TURF CLUB MAY MEETING 2016 

 

Jockey HS Gill (BLACK TRISTAR) subsequently exercised his Right of Appeal and 

applied for a Stay of Sentence. The Stewards considered the application for a stay which 

was allowed. The appeal hearing against the penalty of the suspension of 2 months will be 

held at a date to be fixed. 

………………………….. 

 

RACE 8 (R622) CLASS 5 – 1200M (SHORT COURSE B), SATURDAY, 14 MAY 

2016, SELANGOR TURF CLUB MAY MEETING 2016 

 

Jockey J De Souza (GOOD VIBRATIONS) subsequently exercised his Right of Appeal 

and applied for a Stay of Sentence. The Stewards considered the application for a stay 

which was allowed. The appeal hearing against the penalty of the suspension of 2 

Malaysian race days will be held at a date to be fixed. 

………………………….. 

SATURDAY, 21 MAY 2016, SELANGOR TURF CLUB MAY MEETING 2016 

 

App Z Khairil was fined RM100/- for negligence under MRA Rule 152(5)(a) for failing to 

present his Winning Rides Book to the Stewards.  

………………………….. 

 

GENERAL REPORT - PNTC 

 

POST RACE URINE:  

30 APRIL & 1 MAY 2016 

PENANG APRIL/MAY MEETING 2016 

   

The report dated 16 May 2016 (V16/56.1) from the Chief Analyst of Veterinary Forensic 

Laboratory stated that 44 coded urine and 54 sets of coded blood samples from the above 

mentioned race meeting were received on 3 May 2016, for analysis under the MRA Rules 

and Regulations.  No prohibited substances were detected. 

…………. 

 

 

JOCKEY URINE SAMPLES:  

30 APRIL & 1 MAY 2016 

PENANG APRIL/MAY MEETING 2016 

   

 

The report dated 12 May 2016 (V16/57) from the Chief Analyst of Veterinary Forensic 

Laboratory stated that 4 coded urine samples from the above mentioned race meeting were 

received on 3 May 2016, for analysis under the MRA Rules and Regulations. No 

prohibited substances were detected. 

………………… 
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Change of Rider(s) 

Race Horse Rider Replaced By Reason 

4 CHASE THE DREAM Y Aify M Wepner Medical 

6 SPIN FIRE Y Aify M Wepner Medical 

6 SATELLITE KING Unfixed M Zaidi EA 

8 COCONUT S Salee M Wepner Medical 

9 NANA S Salee J Shankar Medical 

 

NON ACCEPTORS  

Race Horse Reason Test Remark 

1 GOOD GOOD LUCK Bruised off fore foot 

& suspensory 

ligament 

Vet exam - 

1 KINGSHIP 

ADMIRAL 

Bruised near hind 

hamstring 

Vet exam  - 

2 BLACK IS POWER  Bruised back Vet exam  - 

2 MY HANDSOME 

GREY 

Corneal ulcer right 

eye 

Vet exam - 

2 CHATEAUNEUF 

DUPAPE 

Bruised back Vet exam  - 

2 RAINBOW EASY Respiratory infection Vet exam  - 

2 DARK EXPRESS Bruised near fore 

fetlock 

Vet exam  - 

3 TEEN ANGEL Bruised off fore 

suspensory ligament 

Vet exam  - 

4 PROHIBITION Bruised both fore feet Vet exam - 

4 GHOST AFFAIR Bruised back Vet exam  - 

5 SWEET LODGE Lame off fore 1000M/vet - 

5 GHOST CRY Bruised off fore 

tendon 

Vet exam  - 

9 INVICTUS Recovery from a 

previous episode of 

fever 

Vet exam  - 

9 Q NINE MASTER Lame off fore 1000M/vet - 

10 CALL ME SOON Near fore tendonitis 1000M/vet - 

10 MASCOT DRAGON Bruised both fore feet Vet exam  - 

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to race 

again.  

 

SLTC, SATURDAY, 21 MAY 2016 

POST RACE VETERINARY EXAMINATION / REPORT FROM VETERINARY SURGEON 

– TESTS IMPOSED 

Race Horse Reason/Finding Test Remark 

1 EASY AHEAD Upper respiratory tract 

abnormality 

Vet exam (at rest) - 

2 Nil    

3 HAPPY FAMILY No significant finding - Jockey J Shankar 

reported – not striding 

out freely 

3 CHAMPAGNE 

ROSE 

No significant finding - - 
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3 BE SMART Lame near fore 1000M/vet - 

4 BUKIT SUBANG  No significant finding - - 

5 Nil    

6 SPIN FIRE Difficult to be loaded 

into the barrier 

1 Starting Stall test - 

6 HAPPY FLYING Poor performance / No 

significant finding 

1000M/vet - 

7 COLOURFUL 

ROMANCE 

Poor performance / 

Upper respiratory tract 

abnormality  

1000M/vet &  

Vet exam (at rest) 

Impounded 

7 FIORELLA No significant finding - - 

8 FLEDGELING Reared high in the air & 

very slow to begin 

1 starting stall - 

8 TWIST OLIVER No significant finding - - 

8 FLEDGELING No significant finding - - 

8 BARKER ROAD 

KID 

Respiratory infection 1000M/vet 

 
- 

8 RED EASTERN Lame off hind 1000M/vet 
 

- 

9 PRINCE MAG Lame off fore 1000M/vet 

 

Jockey L Sofhan 

reported – not striding 

out freely 

10 BIG SUR Cast near fore plate - - 

10 GENERAL G Respiratory distress 1000M/vet - 

Note: The above horse(s) will be required to pass the above test(s) before being declared to race 

again.  

Fine(s) R2 Jockey SS Vanan (RUSSELL THE CROWE) - fined RM1000/- 

for negligence under MRA Rule 152(5)(a). 

 R8 Trainer C Robert (COCONUT) - will be fined RM100/- for 

negligence under MRA Rule 152(5)(a)  

Suspension(s) R3 Jockey Lou Ho (LONESOME ME) – 2 months under MRA 

Rule 44(10) 

 R10 Jockey SS Vanan (ALACARTE) - 2 Malaysian race days for 

careless riding under MRA Rule 44(9)(a)(ii) 

 - App Z Khairil (Winning Rides Book) - fined RM100/- for 

negligence under MRA Rule 152(5)(a)  

Follow Up Nil   

  

 

 


